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Ayo Akinwande
Ayọ̀ Akínwándé is an interdisciplinary artist, architect, curator, thinker, and writer,
based between the U.K and Nigeria. Working across lens-based media, installation,
sound, and performance, his practice deals with topics that intersect with the notion
of people, politics, and power. Akínwándé co-curated the inaugural Lagos Biennial, in
2017 and was also a participating artist at the exhibition held at the Nigerian Railway
Museum. In 2019, he presented solo exhibitions in Nigeria, Scotland, and Cuba for the
13th Bienal De La Habana. Akínwándé is a recipient of the 2021 Prince Claus Seed
Awards.

Albert Ohams
Albert Ohams is a Nigerian cartoonist and artist. Inspired as a child by ‘the cartoons
of Jossy Ajiboye, Dele Jegede, Kenny Adamson’, Ohams’ aspiration was to be
published in national newspapers as a cartoonist. He is now the cartoon editor at
Nigeria's 'The Sun' newspaper. He is known as ‘The Brush’ due to the fact that early
in his career his cartoons were created using ink and a fine brush, giving his work a
recognizable style.

Bruce Onobrakpeya
Bruce Onobrakpeya is a celebrated Nigerian painter and printmaker.Onobrakpeya
pioneered bronzed lino relief and metal foil deep etching in bold patterns and colours
to explore Nigerian folklore and contemporary life. His aesthetic drew inspiration
from a variety of source material, including the art of the Benin Kingdom, regional
Nigerian landscape painting, Christian iconography, and the political turmoil of his
home country, all of which he depicted in his art. He has exhibited internationally and



established himself as an important figure in contemporary African art, notably
working as an educator for over four decades. Today, his works can be found in the
collections of the Vatican Museum in Rome, the National Gallery in Nairobi, and the
National Museum of African Arts, Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C., among
others.

Christopher Obuh Nelson
Born in Delta State, Nigeria. Christopher Nelson Obuh was mentored in 2016 at the
Nlele Institute by artist and curator Uche Okpa Iroha. He has been involved in group
exhibitions in Lagos, Bamako, Salzburg, Dakar, Fez, leiden, and several publications
around the world. His works are in the digital archive of the University of
Bournemouth. In 2019, he completed an artist residency program at the Project
Space Lagos and was a finalist of the Access Bank ART X Prize. He was nominated
for the Joop swart masterclass and also shortlisted for the Henrike Grohs Art Prize
2020.

Ebunoluwa Akinbo
Ebunoluwa Akinbo is  a visual artist  and documentary photographer and member of
1884 collective. In 2019  she was nominated for the annual Canon Storytelling
Master Class in west Africa. She has exhibited alongside other photographers at the
25th Bamako Encounters - OFF exhibition under the Nlele Institute in 2019. In 2020,
she exhibited work at ‘Rethinking Roots, University of Lagos, Nigeria and Bayreuth
University, Germany and in  2021, her work ‘Ode to Heroines’ was created at the
Flaneuse workshop by Adeola Olagunju, with funding from the Heinrich Boll
Foundation.

Jelili Atiku
Jelili Atiku is a Nigerian performance artist with political concerns for human rights
and justice. Through drawing, installation sculpture, photography, video and
performance (live art), Jelili has put his art at the service of the prevailing concerns of
our times. He is presently the artistic Director of AFiRIperFOMA – a collective of
performance artists in Africa; and Chief Coordinator of Advocate for Human Rights
Through Art (AHRA). He is 2015 Prince Claus Laureates and was wrongly accused,
arrested, detained in prison and trialled on the instance of his performance in public
space in 2016. He was artist in residence/assistant professor at the Department of
Africana Studies/Brown Arts Initiative in Brown University, Providence, USA in 2018.



Jerry Buhari
Jerry Buhari is a Nigerian post-war and contemporary painter who was born in 1959.
Numerous key galleries and museums such as Kó have featured Jerry Buhari's work in
the past. Jerry Buhari works in a range of diverse mediums and includes performance
art and installation as part of his practice. He is professor of fine art at Ahmadu Bello
University, Zaria. His artworks and performance engage with social and political
issues, and often reference their consequences for the environment.

Jumoke Sanwo is an artist and curator and founder of RAI (Revolving Art Incubator),
an experimental art space in Lagos, and NFT Africa. She is interested in memory and
how memory engages with spatial and temporal realities. Her work spans across a
range of different media: photography, video art and virtual reality as well.

Kehinde Awofeso
Kehinde Awofeso is a visual artist based in Nigeria. Their medium is mainly oil on
canvas and chip board, often focusing on questions around gender, identity and
conformity. The emerging artist has recently featured in the group show ‘Four
Women’ in Lagos’ Revolving Art Incubator, and her paintings have been featured at
fairs and exhibitions nationally and internationally. Kehinde Awofeso is represented
by the revolving art incubator in Lagos. They explore social realities within the
context of predetermined conditions and notions of normalcy, through art forms
seeking to initiate discuss on diverse perspectives of representation with regard to
gender/ sexual conformity.

Minne Atairu
Minne Atairu is a digital artist, based in the United States. Minne Atairu is an artist
and doctoral student in Art and Art Education at Teachers College, Columbia
University. Her research and practice emerge at the intersection of machine learning,
Art/Museum education and Black culture. Through Igùn Prototype V, an Artificial
Intelligence-powered Bronzecaster, Atairu has been investigating the role of the
interregnum, a 17-year (1897-1914) absence of the Oba who was placed in exile
until his death that precipitated the British invasion of the Benin Kingdom.

Mikael Owunna
Mikael Owunna is a queer Nigerian American multi-media artist, filmmaker, and
engineer. Limitless Africans has been featured in publications including The New York
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Times, CNN, NPR, and The Guardian, published internationally as a book
(FotoEvidence, 2019), and has been exhibited and acquired into public collections in
the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Canada, and across the
United States by institutions including Tate Modern, the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Nasher Museum of Art.

neec nonso
neec nonso is a visual artist from Aguleri, Anambra state and member of the
collective 1884. In 2019, he was winner for best portfolio, Lagos Photo Festival, and
was awarded a one year residency programme with african artists’ foundation, lagos.
neec nonso is a member of APJD [Africa Photo-Journalism Database], neec nonso is
currently one of the 2022 Young Contemporaries shortlisted by the Rele Gallery.

Nelly Ating
Nelly Ating is a photojournalist who focuses on questions of identity, education,
extremism, and migration. As a photojournalist, her work has been published in local
dailies in Nigeria and legacy media such as the BBC and CNN. Her photographic work
documenting the rise of Boko Haram terrorism between 2014 and 2020 in Northeast
Nigeria shone a light on the aftermath of violent extremism.

Ngozi Schommers
Ngozi Schommers is a Nigerian/German multi-media artist based in Germany and
Ghana. Schommers uses the body and experiences of the female gender, archival
materials and memories of her childhood in tackling subjects of identity, memory,
migration and colonialism. As an artist living between West African and Europe, she
incorporates experiences of both locations in her work and further expands the
discourse using plants, floral patterns and butterflies. Schommers’ works have been
part of several galleries and museums exhibitions including Kunsthalle Bremen,
Staedtisch galerie Bremen, Ystad Konstmuseum Sweden.

Omoregie Osakpolor
Omoregie Osakpolor is a documentary photographer and filmmaker based in Benin
City and Lagos, Nigeria. As a member of 1884 Collective, a pan African storytelling
collective made up of photographers, filmmakers and writers, he was nominated for
the Edwin George Prize for Photography at The Future Africa Awards for his ongoing
multimedia documentary project, “Nation Forgotten.” He has shown his works in solo



and group exhibitions in Lagos, Abuja, Benin City, Salzburg and North Carolina and
has been published by CNN Africa.

Omokeko Olufela
Omokeko Olufela is a contemporary visual artist who works in performance,
installation and photography. He is a graduate of the communal Re-imagination
programme, an alternative art school pioneered by the Vernacular Art Laboratory
Foundation sponsored by the Prince Klaus foundation. Omokeko is a multi-media
artist co- cultural producer of Iwaya Community Art Festival- ICAF Lagos curated by
Aderemi Adegbite. His artwork has been featured at the community art festival- ICAF
Lagos, video art in Art X Lagos, United Nations Live exhibition commissioned by
Hfactor and was recently presented at the Within The Trees project of Tantdilex
funded by Prince Claus and Goethe Institute.

Peju Alatise
Peju Alatise is an interdisciplinary artist, architect and author of two novels. She is
one of the leading contemporary artists on the African continent. Peju Alatise is a
fellow at the National Museum of African Art, part of the Smithsonian Institution and
the 2017 winner of the FNB Art Prize in Johannesburg. Her work was exhibited at
Venice Biennale’s 57th edition, themed Viva Arte Viva (Long Live Art) in the Nigerian
pavilion. Her works were also exhibited at the Resignification of Black Bodies,
Manifesta 2018 in Palermo Italy and the 2018 EVA biennial in Ireland and 1:54 Art
fair in New York. Peju has also been an influential voice on the Child Not Bride
campaign in Nigeria.

Peju Layiwola
Peju Layiwola is an artist, professor of art history and head of the Department of
Creative Arts, University of Lagos. She works in a variety of media and focuses on
personal and communal histories which centralise Benin as both an ancient kingdom
and a contemporary city. Layiwola's dual heritage of Yoruba and Benin informs her art
in diverse ways. Her new body of works moves from the emotive space of art pillage
in Africa captured in her previous solo exhibitions: Benin 1897.com: Art and the
Restitution Question, Lagos, Ibadan (2010): Return, Raw Spot Gallery, South Africa
(2018) into an engagement with cloth and its multiple significations. Layiwola won
the African Multiple Cluster of Excellence, University of Bayreuth Grant, 2020 and
was a Tyson Scholar at the Crystal Bridges Museum, Bentonville, USA  (2019).



Sokari Douglas-Camp
Internationally renowned sculptor, Sokari Douglas-Camp, creates her works primarily
in steel. Her often large-scale sculptures draw on her Kalabari heritage, as well as life
in Nigeria and in the United Kingdom. She was born in Buguma in the Niger Delta and
trained at the Central School of Art and the Royal College of Art.Douglas Camp is
one of the winners of the Memorial for Ken Saro-Wiwa in London and was also one
of the shortlisted artists for the Fourth Plinth in 2003. Her artworks celebrate the
specificities of local culture, whether in Nigeria or UK, and address transnational
publics, highlighting the mobility of individuals and cultural practices between Africa
and Europe.

Tyna Adebowale
Tyna Adebowale (Igarra, Nigeria) lives and works in Amsterdam. She is a multimedia
artist portraying queer bodies and exploring issues of gender, politics, and social
media in contemporary Nigerian society. Raised in Edo State, Nigeria, Adebowale
moved to Abuja after her education, where she practised as a fulltime studio artist for
five years, before moving to Amsterdam. Recent exhibitions include The Archive:
Static, Embodied, Practised (3rd International Art Programme, Accra. Foundation for
Contemporary Art, Ghana & Centre for Contemporary Art, Lagos); Plights of Women
(Female Artists Associationof Nigeria (FAAN) art exhibition. French Cultural Centre,
Abuja); and The Maker: New Contemporaries (African Artists’ Foundation, Lagos).
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